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Abstract
This study examines whether the attention scores between tokens in the BERT model significantly vary based on
lexical categories during the fine-tuning process for downstream tasks. Drawing inspiration from the notion that
in human language processing, syntactic and semantic information is parsed differently, we categorize tokens in
sentences according to their lexical categories and focus on changes in attention scores among these categories.
Our hypothesis posits that in downstream tasks that prioritize semantic information, attention scores centered on
content words are enhanced, while in cases emphasizing syntactic information, attention scores centered on function
words are intensified. Through experimentation conducted on six tasks from the GLUE benchmark dataset, we
substantiate our hypothesis regarding the fine-tuning process. Furthermore, our additional investigations reveal the
presence of BERT layers that consistently assign more bias to specific lexical categories, irrespective of the task,
highlighting the existence of task-agnostic lexical category preferences.
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1. Introduction

In the realm of sentence comprehension, human
attention is not evenly distributed across all words,
indicating systematic variations in language pro-
cessing (Rayner and Duffy, 1986). Human atten-
tion exhibits distinct and selective parsing of syntac-
tic and semantic information, compartmentalizing
of language processing into syntax and semantics
(Dapretto and Bookheimer, 1999).

Inspired by the intricacies of human language
processing, the attention mechanism was de-
signed to enable deep learning models to identify
relevant areas of concentrated information (Bah-
danau et al., 2014). The Transformer model, which
utilizes the attention mechanism, has emerged
as a state-of-the-art approach (Vaswani et al.,
2017), fueling increasing interest in exploring the
attention mechanism from a linguistic perspec-
tive. BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), a prominent
Transformer-based Encoder model, has been ex-
tensively studied, revealing that certain layers cap-
ture specific linguistic knowledge of syntax and
semantics. However, research that specifically ad-
dresses the weight of attention scores within the
token-to-token attention matrix from a lexical cate-
gory perspective has been largely underexplored
until now.

This study centers on the hypothesis that dur-
ing the fine-tuning process of a pre-trained BERT
model for specific downstream tasks, attention
scores are substantially altered based on the rela-
tionship between lexical categories and the given

downstream task. Lexical categories consist of
content words and function words, with semantic in-
formation embedded within content words and syn-
tactic information embedded within function words
(Neville and Debra, 1992). Investigating the vari-
ations in attention score weights with a focus on
the lexical category constitutes a meaningful ex-
ploration within the context of the training process
of BERT models. This exploration seeks to ascer-
tain whether the updates in trainable parameter
values during training exhibit a correlation with the
token relationship from the view of lexical category.
Accordingly, we differentiate between tasks in the
GLUE benchmark datasets (Wang et al., 2018)
that prioritize semantic elements and those that
prioritize syntactic elements. During the training
process for each task, if the attention scores ex-
hibit higher weights for specific lexical categories
according to the task’s objective, it would provide
evidence in support of our hypothesis.

In this paper, we introduce a novel methodology
for extracting linguistic information from the token-
to-token attention score matrix within BERT, de-
signed to delve into the associations among words
during the self-attention mechanism when a sen-
tence is fed into BERT. The proposed method aims
to unravel the attention distribution at each layer
within a multi-layer model. Following the extraction
of relationships between lexical categories from the
attention score matrices, we proceed to compare
and analyze the attention formed among tokens in
the BERT model with the attention in the pretrained
BERT model.
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Our experimental results show the feasibility
of interpreting attention shifts in fine-tuned BERT
models, with a particular emphasis on lexical cate-
gories. We validate our initial hypothesis concern-
ing the fine-tuning process, and our supplementary
inquiries unveil a compelling discovery. Addition-
ally, we identify the persistent inclination of BERT
layers towards particular lexical categories, regard-
less of the specific task at hand.

2. Related Work

BERT’s performance across a range of down-
stream tasks in Natural Language Processing, in-
cluding linguistic tasks, has sparked numerous in-
vestigations into the encoding and decoding of lin-
guistic information. Despite the extensive research
linking BERT and linguistics (Rogers et al., 2021),
this section focuses on studies directly relevant to
our own research. Jawahar et al. (2019) discov-
ered that BERT has the ability to capture struc-
tural language information, with lower layers cap-
turing phrase-level information, middle layers en-
coding syntactic features, and top layers focusing
on semantic features. Htut et al. (2019) fine-tuned
BERT model on syntax-oriented and semantics-
oriented datasets, aiming to identify significant
shifts through the extraction of dependency rela-
tions using attention weights. While they found
that BERT’s attention heads tracked individual de-
pendency types, they concluded that this obser-
vation was not universally applicable. In contrast,
Kovaleva et al. (2019) reported a lack of notice-
able attention shifts in BERT, suggesting that the
attention maps might be more influenced by the
pre-training tasks rather than task-specific linguis-
tic reasoning. Their research investigated whether
BERT’s fine-tuning on a specific task results in self-
attention patterns emphasizing particular linguistic
features. Other than these studies, our research
contributes to the examination of the relationship
between BERT’s attention score and the lexical
categories.

3. An Extracting Algorithm for
Decrypting Token Relationships
within Attention Scores Mapped

with Linguistic Notions

This study aims to understand the lexical cate-
gories and the attention shifts across the multiple
layers of BERT, with a particular focus on the shifts
in probabilistic scores among tokens within BERT’s
attention score matrices. We introduce the ex-
tracting algorithm, which enables the decryption of
token relationships without altering attention val-
ues during the information extraction process. This

Algorithm 1 Extracting Algorithm

function Alg(x)
if pair of sentences in x then
ET ← Embedding(cls, sep, x[0], x[1])

else
ET ← Embedding(cls, sep, x[0])

end if
A← Attention(ET )
Ā← mean(A, axis = 1)
Ām ← ExcludeSpecialTokens(Ā)
Āavg ← AverageSubtokenWeights(Ām)
for l in layers do

for ET in Āavg do
maxidx ← argmax(ET )
if maxidx == ET then
maxidx ← argmax(ET \maxidx)

end if
lexcat←MapCategory(maxidx)
fl[lexcat]← f l[lexcat] + 1

end for
Rl ← fl[lexcat]/

∑
(f l[lexcat])

return R
end for∑l

k=1 Rl

end function

algorithm possesses the feature of not distorting or
compromising the values during the process of ex-
tracting attention scores that are mapped to linguis-
tic concepts. Also, it operates within multi-layered
models, similar to BERT, and aims to elucidate the
interconnections between tokens that carry signifi-
cant weights in the attention scores. Its application
is particularly valuable for decoding the relational
structure of tokens, such as lexical categories or
Part-of-Speech, which constitutes the main focus
of our investigation. Additionally, this algorithm fa-
cilitates the extraction and comprehension of syn-
tactic configurations, semantic interrelationships
between words, and causal correlations.

In the context of utilizing the extracting algorithm
with BERT and lexical categories, the procedure
begins with the application of a BERT model to to-
kenize and format the input sentence, denoted as
x. This step involves incorporating specific tokens,
such as CLS and SEP, to ensure compatibility with
the BERT model. Subsequently, the algorithm ob-
tains the self-attention weights across all layers,
represented as A, from the BERT model and cal-
culates the mean across the heads in each layer,
denoted as Ā. Our primary focus is on interactions
involving meaningful tokens, disregarding special
tokens like CLS and SEP. This process is referred
to as

Ām = ExcludeSpecialTokens(Ā)

In the event of words being segmented into sub-
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(a) Pretrained Model
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(b) Finetuned Model

Figure 1: Changes in Attention Distribution Across Lexical Categories from Pre-trained Model to Fine-
tuned Model

tokens during tokenization, the attention weights
are averaged, denoted as

Āavg = AverageSubtokenWeights(Ām)

For each token, the algorithm locates the to-
ken ET with the most substantial attention score,
maxscore. In scenarios where a token’s attention
is chiefly self-directed, the algorithm selects the
attention score ranking second highest. This selec-
tion process is denoted as maxidx = argmax(ET )
and if maxidx = ET , then maxidx = argmax(ET \
maxidx), where ET ∈ Āavg .

The selected tokens are subsequently cat-
egorized into their respective predetermined
lexical categories, indicated as lexcat =
MapCategory(maxidx). The algorithm then tallies
the frequency of each lexical category, represented
as

fl[lexcat] = fl[lexcat] + 1

To conclude, the relative attention ratio for each
lexical category is determined by normalizing the
frequency of each category by the total frequency,
which helps mitigate bias. This can be mathemati-
cally represented as

Rl =
fl[lexcat]∑
fl[lexcat]

By deriving the attention ratios, R, across all lay-
ers, we can analyze the layers individually using
the extracting algorithm. This allows us to perform
layer-wise analysis and examine the attention dis-
tribution patterns within each layer. All these steps
are summarized in Alg. 1.

4. Experimental Setup

For the experiment, we fine-tune the BERT-base-
cased model on a selection of tasks from the GLUE
benchmark (Wang et al., 2018, 2019). We choose
six diverse tasks that require different types of se-
mantic or syntactic information. The CoLA task

evaluates sentence grammaticality, focusing on cor-
rect syntax. MRPC distinguishes sentence pair
equivalency, which often involves function word
variation despite semantic similarity. SST-2 de-
tects sentiment, primarily influenced by semantic
lexicons. QQP identifies question duplicates in
pairs, typically exhibiting semantic lexicon variation.
MNLI discerns relations (e.g., ’neutral’, ’contradic-
tion’, or ’entailment’) between sentences, mainly
influenced by their semantic and syntactic struc-
tures. Finally, WiC is a ’Boolean Types’ task that
determines if semantic lexicon relationships cate-
gorize paired tokens as homonyms. We fine-tune
the bert-base-cased model for each task and utilize
the extracting algorithm to decode word attention
relations, thereby highlighting notable shifts when
viewed through the lens of lexical categories1.

5. Results

In the results, we evaluate the six finetuned BERT
models on six distinct test datasets, both before
and after fine-tuning. By employing the extract-
ing algorithm, we can discern attention variations
within the lexical category at each layer.

5.1. Intrinsic Learning of Lexical
Categories in BERT for Downstream
Tasks

This study investigates the changes in attention
weights following fine-tuning for various down-
stream tasks, providing insights into the learning
capabilities of self-attention for lexical categories.
Our focus is primarily on the last layer of BERT,
which is believed to be task-specific (Liu et al.,
2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019; Hao et al., 2019). The
results reveal significant attention shifts depending

1We classify and tag content words and function
words using the NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) mod-
ule, following the definition provided by Carpenter et al.
(1983). See datails on Appendix A
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Pretrained Finetuned

Con. Fun. Con. Fun.

CoLA 1.27 .38 1.12 .73 (+.35)
MRPC 1.32 .21 1.26 .37 (+.16)
SST 1.13 .70 1.15 .65 (-.05)
QQP 1.11 .79 1.15 .70 (-.09)
MNLI 1.37 .17 1.17 .61 (+.44)
WiC 1.33 .19 1.38 .08 (-.11)

Table 1: Changes in Attention Distribution Across
Lexical Categories from Pre-trained Model to Fine-
tuned Model

Con. Fun.
T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3

CoLA L12 L1 L11 L2 L8 L4
MRPC L11 L12 L1 L8 L2 L9
SST L1 L11 L12 L8 L2 L4
QQP L1 L11 L12 L8 L9 L4
MNLI L12 L11 L1 L8 L2 L4
WiC L11 L12 L10 L2 L8 L4

Table 2: Top 3 Layers which mostly attend on
the content words and function words on 6 down-
stream tasks

on the task type (Figure 1 and Table 1). For ex-
ample, when fine-tuning BERT for the CoLA task,
which requires understanding of syntactic struc-
tures, there is an increase in attention devoted to
function words, while content words experience a
decrease. In contrast, fine-tuning for the WiC task,
which relies on the relationships among content
words, leads to an increase in attention to content
words and a decrease for function words. This
shift is intriguing as the model pays even more at-
tention to content words in the fine-tuned model,
despite their already significant attention in the pre-
trained one. Moreover, tasks like SST-2 and QQP,
which prioritize semantic elements over syntactic
ones, show an escalation in attention on content
words. Lastly, for the MNLI task, which requires
both syntactic and semantic understanding, there
is a significant amplification in attention on function
words. This suggests a strong association between
the MNLI task and syntactic information.

In summary, we can observe a rise in atten-
tion weights for function words in tasks involving
syntactic information (CoLA, MRPC, MNLI), while
tasks emphasizing semantic information (SST,
QQP, WiC) exhibit increased attention weights on
content words in Table 1. These findings indicate
that as language models undergo fine-tuning for
specific objectives, they acquire intrinsic linguistic
knowledge based on lexical categories.

5.2. Generalization of Layer-Wise
Attention in Fine-Tuned BERT
Models

Table 2 offers a comprehensive breakdown of the
three highest-attention layers in each fine-tuned
model, emphasizing their focus on content words
and function words across six distinct downstream
tasks. Remarkably, despite the varying settings in
which each model has been fine-tuned, the layer
characteristics related to lexical categories exhibit
a consistent linguistic generalization.

As depicted in Table 2, Layers 1, 10, 11, and 12
exhibit a pronounced emphasis on content words,
while Layers 2, 4, 8, and 9 demonstrate a pre-
dominant focus on function words. This discovery
deviates from previous research findings that sug-
gested BERT layers lack such generalizability (Htut
et al., 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019). Leveraging our
extraction algorithm, we effectively establish the
linguistic attributes of BERT layers as transferable
features across six diverse downstream tasks.

6. Conclusion

This study is grounded in the hypothesis that dur-
ing the fine-tuning of a pre-trained BERT model
for specific downstream tasks, attention scores
experience significant shifts contingent on the re-
lationship between lexical categories (content and
function words) and the task’s objectives (Neville
and Debra, 1992). We carefully examine this phe-
nomenon within the context of tasks sourced from
the GLUE benchmark, discerning tasks that em-
phasize semantic elements from those focusing on
syntactic one. To investigate this, we introduced a
new method for extracting linguistic insights from
BERT’s attention score matrices. Our experimen-
tal findings robustly validate our hypothesis, of-
fering compelling evidence of attention dynamics
in fine-tuned BERT models, particularly regard-
ing lexical categories. Furthermore, we shed light
on BERT layer’s innate ability to acquire linguis-
tic knowledge associated with lexical categories
during downstream tasks, underscoring the unique
preferences of BERT layers for content words and
function words.

Limitations

Despite the significant contributions of this study,
it is important to acknowledge some limitations.
First, our investigation focused on the BERT-based
model and its attention mechanism. Second, The
findings obtained through the utilization of the ex-
tracting algorithm relying on lexical categories as
a proxy for capturing linguistic phenomena, which
may oversimplify the intricacies of language. Fur-
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thermore, the generalizability of our findings may
be limited to the specific downstream tasks and
dataset used in this study. Finally, the interpreta-
tion of attention shifts and their implications may
be subjective and open to different perspectives.
Further research is needed to explore these limita-
tions and expand the scope of our understanding
of attention mechanisms in language processing.

Ethics Statement

This research adheres to ethical guidelines and
principles of responsible research. All experiments
conducted in this study were performed in com-
pliance with relevant regulations and guidelines,
ensuring the privacy and anonymity of individu-
als involved. The data used in this research were
obtained with proper consent and handled in ac-
cordance with ethical standards. Additionally, this
study aims to contribute to scientific knowledge and
understanding without causing harm or infringing
upon the rights of any individuals or communities.
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A. Appendix: Part-of-Speech Tagging
Information

In the process of analyzing the lexical categories
within our study, we rely on part-of-speech (POS)
tagging to classify words into function words and
content words. For the purpose of POS tagging,
we utilized the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
module, a widely employed library in Python for
natural language processing. The classification
into function words and content words was based
on their respective POS tags, as identified by the
NLTK’s POS tagger.

To ensure clarity and reproducibility of our re-
search, we provide the complete lists of POS tags
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that were used to categorize words into function
and content words. This categorization is pivotal
for the analysis presented in our study, as it under-
pins the investigation of shifts in attention scores
within the BERT model during the fine-tuning pro-
cess. Below are the defined categories:

A.1. Function Words

Function words are generally characterized by their
grammatical roles within sentences, contributing to
the syntax rather than to the content or meaning.
The following table lists the POS tags that were
considered as function words in our analysis:

POS Tag Description
CC Coordinating conjunction
MD Modal
DT Determiner
EX Existential there
IN Preposition or subordinating conjunction
PDT Predeterminer
POS Possessive ending
TO To
WDT Wh-determiner
WP Wh-pronoun
WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun
WRB Wh-adverb
RP Particle

Table 3: POS Tags for Function Words

A.2. Content Words

Conversely, content words are known for their con-
tribution to the meaning or content of a sentence,
including nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
The table below outlines the POS tags classified
as content words:

The aforementioned POS tags and their classi-
fications served as a foundational element for the
lexical category analysis conducted in our study.
They enabled us to insightfully mine the attention
scores within the BERT model, associating them
with the syntactic and semantic structures that un-
derlie natural language.

POS Tag Description
NN Noun, singular or mass
NNS Noun, plural
NNP Proper noun, singular
NNPS Proper noun, plural
CD Cardinal number
FW Foreign word
JJ Adjective
JJR Adjective, comparative
JJS Adjective, superlative
PRP Personal pronoun
PRP$ Possessive pronoun
RB Adverb
RBR Adverb, comparative
RBS Adverb, superlative
VB Verb, base form
VBD Verb, past tense
VBG Verb, gerund/present participle
VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
VBN Verb, past participle
UH Interjection

Table 4: POS Tags for Content Words
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